
Early  Persecutions Notes (Session 2) 

1. The First Persecutions occurred during the time of the Apostles, when the local Jewish leaders 

started rounding them up and executing them and throwing them in prison (Paul’s formal life). 

 

2. At first, Rome considered Christians to be just another Jewish sect, and treated them as such. 

This would change over the next few decades as many Romans became troubled by this “new 

superstition.”             

  

3. The first official imperial persecution of Christians came under Nero after a fire broke out in 

Rome around 64 A.D, in which Nero blamed the Christians (many rumors state Nero started it 

himself).  This exacerbated already existing tensions, and Nero made it a spectacle, making 

Christians wear napalm-infused shirts as torches, crucifying them, and feeding them to wild 

animals.   Yet, the faith continued to grow!  Paul and Peter most likely died during this 

persecution.   

 

4.  There was sporadic persecution under Domitian (89-96), but it seems it was rather “light” in 

comparison to other persecutions.  Some local areas may have been greatly affected however, 

including the spurring of the writing of the book of Revelation.     

    

5. The persecution under Trajan (98-117), is well documented, and we have letters from Trajan 

and one of his governors, Pliny the Younger, about how to deal with obstinate Christians.  

Official policy seems to have been that Christians were not sought out, but when publicized or 

brought forward, they were executed or abused at minimum.  St. Ignatius of Antioch died during 

this persecution.  Christians are being killed not for being Christians, but for “contempt of 

court.” (Tertullian has a good reference on this)   

 

6.  Marcus Aurelius (161-180) persecuted Christians in spite of being a rather noble character 

otherwise.  He found Christians to be dangerous to his idea of the ideal state, and persecutions 

and riots broke out across the empire.  For example, 40 Christians were frozen to death in the 

winter, Justin Martyr (a very important early apologist and theologian) was killed, and of course 

numerous others.   

 

7. After the death of Aurelius, there was a time of relative calm for Christians, the next century 

would see another re-launch of persecutions, which would not be ended until the time of 

Constantine in the 300’s.   


